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Revelwood Announces DataMaestro - Data Orchestration Platform for IBM Planning Analytics / TM1
Fast and Easy-to-use Solution Makes Managing Data Easier for Planning Analytics / TM1 System Administrators
Florham Park, NJ – May 19, 2022—Revelwood, experts in providing technology solutions for the Office of Finance,
announced its data orchestration platform, DataMaestro, is now publicly available to all IBM Planning Analytics / TM1
users. Previously the solution was only available to Revelwood clients.
“For 27 years we have been offering best-in-class products and services for IBM Planning Analytics / TM1,” said Ken
Wolf, CEO, Revelwood. “The original vision behind TM1 was to make the lives of financial analysts better and more
enjoyable. Our vision for DataMaestro is to do the same for system administrators – reducing the time, cost and
complexity involved in managing their Planning Analytics environments.”
DataMaestro delivers a fast and friendly interface for Planning Analytics / TM1 system administrators to execute the
movement of data within and across cubes. In a few clicks in DataMaestro, system administrators can copy budgets,
zero out all data for a particular region, generate a snapshot of the entire forecast across all cubes for archival or
comparison purposes, instantly move all data associated with a renamed element, export a set of data to upload to the
general ledger, and more.
“DataMaestro saves IBM Planning Analytics / TM1 users significant time and money by making it easier to manage data
processing tasks with just a few simple steps,” said Andrew Chaves, Director of Product Management, Revelwood.
“Additionally, DataMaestro reduces the need to create TurboIntegrator processes, which can require developer-level
scripting skills.”
Key Features
DataMaestro offers system administrators many useful features, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

An easy-to-use, web-based interface that works with both cloud and on-premise PA/TM1 environments
The ability to execute data processes across multiple cubes in one simple setup
The ability to zero-out, copy or move data to existing elements or create new elements on-the-fly
Email notifications for when processes succeed or fail
A single console to manage all DataMaestro and TurboIntegrator processes in one place
Detailed process logging and history tracking - know the who, what and when of every DataMaestro and
TurboIntegrator process you run

"We are very happy with the DataMaestro functionality, flexibility, accuracy and performance,” commented Nancy
Gomez, director of financial planning and analysis, Oxford Immunotec. “Before DataMaestro, copying data from version
to version was very difficult, prone to errors and time consuming. Using DataMaestro to copy data is super easy, and the
tasks are completed in a matter of seconds. On a scale from 1 to 10, we give DataMaestro a 10."

--More--

Learn More about DataMaestro
You can see a short overview of DataMaestro here: https://youtu.be/7jzkEvEVY4A
DataMaestro is available for IBM Planning Analytics / TM1 in the cloud and on-premises. To learn more about
DataMaestro, join us for a 20-minute webinar on Wednesday, June 22, 2022, at 1pm ET. Register here:
https://bit.ly/3FWMQgJ

About Revelwood
Revelwood helps finance organizations close, consolidate, plan, monitor and analyze business performance. As experts
in solutions for the Office of Finance, we partner with best-in-breed software companies by applying best practices
guidance and our pre-configured applications to help businesses achieve their full potential.
Learn more by visiting www.revelwood.com.
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